Diamond is the hardest known material. However, the limits of diamond are not clear because its yield strength σ y is not known. At room and lower temperatures diamond is a prototype of brittle solids, but signs of plastic deformation were observed during some experiments on indentation, sclerometric tests, and pressurizing diamond anvils. We report methods for reproducible plastic deformation of diamond and determination of yield strength. We squeezed a gasket between diamond anvils and thus concentrated the pressure at the center of the anvils. We precisely determined the beginning of the diamond yielding by measuring the pressure distribution over the anvils, and detecting a strong luminescence -a fingerprint of the plastically deformed diamond (Fig. 1) . By using the theory of elasticity for this loading, we determined the maximum shear stress and hence the yield strength of diamond at room temperature σ y = 130-140 GPa. This means in particular, that diamond is ∼70-100 times stronger than hardened steel. Our
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